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Our Mandate
The Art Gallery of Guelph is a platform for artistic practice and participation in the
arts for the city of Guelph and the wider region. The AGG sets the highest possible
standards for excellence, relevance and sustainability, fostering the visual arts
locally, regionally and internationally by means of a rigorous exhibition,
publication, education and collection program that advances the artistic field.

Our Mission
To stimulate, provoke and inspire through artistic experiences that nurture
creative excellence, strengthen community, and inform public discourse,
contributing to positive social change.

Our Vision
To advance the arts globally as a leader in exceptional, impactful, and inclusive
programming, cultivating and interpreting artistic practices that ignite
engagement with important issues of our time.
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Chair’s Message | Daniel Atlin
As the Chair of the Art Gallery of Guelph’s Board of
Trustees, it gives me great pleasure to recognize the
institution’s achievements. A year like no other, 20192020 saw the gallery advance its mission and create
transformative experiences, welcoming the community
and generating new knowledge of the arts through the
creativity and innovation of our exhibitions, programs,
educational activities, and special events. We were
thrilled to be able to share the work we do and engage a
diversity of collaborators – from artists and educators,
to families and community organizations.

As a result, this annual report documents a year of
significant exhibitions, public participation, and vital
partnerships that advanced the gallery’s social impact, a
guiding priority at the heart of our strategic plan. Every
single one of the gallery’s areas of activities is conceived
with this objective in mind, offering a blueprint for the
direction of both artistic and operational initiatives.
In early May, we were joined by Member of Parliament
Lloyd Longfield, as well as the former President of the
University of Guelph, Franco Vaccarino, to launch the
year with two exceptional exhibitions – The Drive and
Jagdeep Raina: Chase – that transformed the national
conversation around Canadian landscape and identity.
Speaking to the historic and ongoing displacement
experienced by Indigenous peoples within our own
country as well as the unprecedented levels of migration
internationally, the questions raised in these exhibitions
about place and belonging would inflect the gallery’s
program throughout 2019-2020, connecting art to our
diverse civic communities as well as to global issues and
ideas.

welcome visitors immediately following the lifting of
COVID-19 emergency orders. Meaningful community
engagement is fundamental to the Art Gallery of

Guelph, and embracing its online presence, new

virtual education programs received accolades from
parents and educators while innovative communitybased projects extended the gallery beyond its walls
during the shutdown period, including the Living Rooms
project, presented in collaboration with Guelph
Museums, as well as Today’s Tom Thomson, an initiative
in support of the Guelph Food Bank.
I would like to acknowledge my fellow Trustees and the
institution’s sponsors – the University of Guelph, City of
Guelph, and Upper Grand District School Board – and
thank them for their dedication and commitment to the
gallery. It is their support as well as that of our members,
individual donors, foundations, and funders – the
Ontario Arts Council, the Canada Council for the Arts,
and Canadian Heritage – that enables the gallery to
continue to present the exceptional exhibitions and
public programs that touched the lives of thousands of
visitors last year. Finally, I must extend my gratitude to
the truly remarkable and dedicated staff who are the
essence of the organization as well to the AGG Volunteer
Association for their commitment to the gallery’s
sustainability through their fundraising efforts.

This year, the gallery also introduced improvements to
our physical space, designed to enhance both building
operations as well as the experiences of our visitors,
including a new spaces to highlight our permanent
collections, a new security system, new classroom
furnishings, and, ultimately, the redesign of work and
public spaces to accommodate social distancing and
safety with the onset of the pandemic.
In the latter months of 2019-2020, gallery staff
demonstrated exemplary leadership and responsiveness.
Moving quickly, the organization was able to address and
surmount challenges posed by the closure of public
spaces in Ontario, while simultaneously focusing on a
reopening plan that would ready the institution to safely
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Piita Irniq during his talk Here We Are: Stories of Inuit

Our Values
Excellence
Setting the highest standards of best practices in our artistic programs, audience engagement,
partnerships, and governance.
Inclusiveness
Striving for diversity in programming, exhibitions, staffing, and governance in ways that
engage and reflect our increasingly global communities and deepen empathy and crosscultural understanding, taking measures to eliminate all barriers to accessibility in the arts.
Relevance
Facilitating opportunities for dialogue and exchange that effect positive social change through
artistic practices that are engaged, inspiring, and bold.
Collaboration
Developing mutually beneficial relationships with leading local, national and international
artists and arts organizations, exemplary community partners, as well as funders and financial
supporters through meaningful experiences and dialogue.
Sustainability
Embracing transparent practices and relationships with stakeholders in order to build creative,
organizational, and financial capacity.
Creativity and Innovation
Fostering interdisciplinary and interactive practices that stimulate creativity and fuel
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Selections from AGG’s Inuit collection
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Director’s Report | Dr. Shauna McCabe
Despite the challenges presented by the pandemic in the
final months of 2019-2020, the Art Gallery of Guelph in
many ways had a banner year and we can be proud of
the institution’s agility as well as its resilience. This is due
completely to our stellar staff and their achievements,
and I look forward with pleasure to relaying the many
accomplishments still unfolding in the year ahead. This
year, notably, Sally Frater joined the gallery as Curator of
Contemporary Art in October 2019 enriching our team
immensely.
The Art Gallery of Guelph continued to focus on its role
and relevance with an eye to the social worlds and
spaces we inhabit. Ensuring the gallery is a catalyst
within our community for reconciliation and antioppression, as well as a platform for engaged artistic and
social practices that speak to national and global issues
has been our strategic goal and priority. Our artistic
program is our main tool in this regard and this year
exhibitions highlighted the vital connection between art
and social engagement. Continuing to build an ongoing
investigation of issues of social and environmental
justice, the gallery exhibited, curated, collected, and
imagined with one foot firmly on the land at all times.

speaks to the personal and cultural impacts of
development on First Nations land, in particular the land
transfer allowing the completion of the southwest
portion of the Calgary Ring Road through Tsuut’ina land.
Our winter 2020 season sustained this investigation
through projects such as Token | Contemporary Ongoing,
Sandra Brewster’s examination of personal items
belonging to members of the Toronto’s Caribbean
diaspora. Likewise, Qautamaat | Every day / everyday,
saw curator Taqralik Partridge bringing together images
drawn from the social media of Inuit artists, many living
outside the north, and Leslie McCue’s bagiskaagewin
was a poignant exploration of personal loss through the
lens of place, curated by Elwood Jimmy. Maria Hupfield’s
Rupture also explored ideas of mobility, activating place,
lived experience, and cultural practices to remind us that
the body is the first site of truth in the story of
decolonization.

Our exhibitions this year are all ultimately examinations
of the body in relation to place, explored through a
diversity of creative lenses in very different ways.
The exhibitions Jagdeep Raina: Chase and The Drive, for
example, launched 2019-2020 with powerful
investigations of the effects of displacement. Raised and
based in Guelph, Raina’s work documents experiences of
the Sikh diaspora, a poetic exploration of the interplay of
memory and migration, and of how both are mapped
onto everyday landscapes. Anchored by the gallery’s
major Tom Thomson canvas of the same title, the
exhibition The Drive situated the work of Thomson and
the Group of Seven in relation to Indigenous and
Canadian artists in order to highlight the complexity of
the representation of the Canadian landscape –
particularly as it relates to the history of resource
development which led to the forced resettlement of
Indigenous communities from their lands and territories,
at the heart of struggles for legal security of tenure
today.
These queries extended into our fall season with Tina
Guyani | Deer Road, curated by 2019 Middlebrook Prize
winner Missy LeBlanc, and featuring the work of Glenna
Cardinal and seth cardinal dodginghorse whose work

Torontomiutaujugut co-founder Joshua Stribbell and Tauni Sheldon speak in
conjunction with the screening of the documentary The 5th Region
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Guelph-based artist Seth’s exhibition A Life, All Play
anchored the fall season with his unique creative
universe, captured in an installation that highlighted
works from sketchbooks, scrapbooks, and cardboard
maquettes, to comic pages, ceramics, and dioramas,
including his model city, Dominion, drawn from life in
small town Ontario. His graphic practice was
complemented by Hot to Warm, Cool to Cold. Featuring
works from AGG’s Inuit collection and contemporary
Inuit artists Asinnajaq, Glenn Gear, and Echo Henoche,
the project explored traditional Inuit visual storytelling
with its deep connection to the land and how this visual
imagination has been continually transformed. This
interplay of traditional and contemporary was also at
play in Carmela Laganse’s Spread as well as Médiatique
which featured video projects and sculptures spanning
Nathalie Bujold’s 30 years of artistic production.
Focused and cohesive, the AGG’s curatorial concepts are
also extremely dimensional visually, tactilely, and
culturally – one of our key strengths. Bringing together
radically divergent media, textures, palettes, and
aesthetic experiences, the gallery’s program highlights a
sustained sensitivity to social context which lies at the
heart of AGG’s strategic priorities, inflecting all we do
with issues and ideas at the heart of local public
discourse. Building our collections remained a primary
focus, as the gallery invested in diverse new work,
acquiring pieces by artists who are Black, Indigenous and
Persons of Colour, and received significant new
donations as well. The collection was actively engaged
and nuanced in our exhibition program.
The AGG continued its commitment to mentorship and
opportunities for artists and arts professionals. In 2019,

Exhibition tour with Jagdeep Raina
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the gallery continued its partnership with the Guelph
Arts Council through the program Opportunity Knocks,
and announced the winner of the 2020 Middlebrook
Prize for Young Canadian Curators, Maya WilsonSanchez. AGG also introduced innovative curriculum as
part of the gallery’s new Curatorial Incubator program,
welcoming Indigenous artists and curators to work
directly with graduate and undergraduate students,
ultimately involving students in new acquisitions of work
by Indigenous artists, including Shuvinai Ashoona, Padloo
Samayualie, Mark Igloliorte, Lindsay McIntyre, and Nico
Williams.
With an eye to the gallery’s role as a vital partner, this
meant a year focused on not only developing community
engagement but investing in community learning and
establishing the gallery as a community gathering space
through performances, talks, tours, events, and
educational programs that allow students and educators
to connect classroom learning to real-world experiences.
The gallery also remained dedicated to community
engagement beyond the walls of the museum. This was
particularly evident with the COVID-19 pandemic and the
gallery’s intensified focus on online content through our
#MuseumAtHome program, including artist-generated
content and curriculum-based materials for use in
classrooms and homes. This situation allowed the gallery
to explore new models for curatorial and artist
engagement, as well as program delivery, ultimately
leading to the transformation of the gallery’s summer
camp, producing a highly successful Camp-To-Go
program combining virtual and hands-on activities.
After closing to the public on Tuesday, March 17, 2020,
staff undertook an extensive planning process in order to
reopen as soon as possible. While addressing the
infrastructural changes required to mitigate the
pandemic, the gallery also used this time to undertake
critical capital projects, completing the upgrade of our
security and alarm system as well as wall repairs. Taken
together, the AGG’s 2019-2020 programming highlighted
how the impact of artistic practice resonates as much
beyond the field of art as within it. Partnerships and
collaborations at the heart of each initiative also
extended the gallery’s reach, reimagining the way we
relate to the world and each other. All of this was made
possible by the dedicated staff that work at the AGG, and
on behalf of the Board, I would like to thank them for the
many and varied contributions made each and every day
to realize the AGG’s compelling exhibitions and
community engagement that reaches people of all ages.

Exhibition Program

Installation view of Sandra Brewster: Token | Contemporary Ongoing, 2020

Jagdeep Raina: Chase
May 23 – August 18, 2019
Featuring the work of Jagdeep
Raina, Chase explored the interplay
of memory and migration, and how
both are mapped onto everyday
landscapes. Raised and currently
based in Guelph, Jagdeep Raina
shares stories of the Sikh diaspora,
drawing upon personal archives and
those of his family among the first
migration to southern Ontario as
well as wider pioneering Kashmiri
and Punjabi Sikh diasporic
communities. Rendering these
narratives as works on paper and as
woven tapestries, Raina evokes
textured geographies of longing and
belonging that emerge in
establishing home in an unsettlingly
remote terrain. Within the context
of polarized public discourses on
migration, Chase speaks to the
possibility of social justice based on

collective histories of
transformation. Curated by Shauna
McCabe and organized by the Art
Gallery of Guelph.
The Drive
May 23 – August 25, 2019
Anchored by the AGG’s major Tom
Thomson canvas of the same title,
The Drive highlighted the complexity
of landscape representation,
particularly as it relates to resource
development. Among his most
significant works, the painting
captures the intensity of the logging
industry in Algonquin Park, a
frequent subject for the artist.
Complementing the images of
Thomson and the Group of Seven
with the work of contemporary
Indigenous and Canadian artists, the
exhibition documented changing
relationships to the land through
creative interventions that advance

ecological sustainability and
environmental justice. Curated by
Shauna McCabe and Brian Meehan,
this exhibition tours to Thunder Bay
Art Gallery, Confederation Centre
Art Gallery, and Museum London.
Tina Guyani | Deer Road
September 12 – December 15, 2019
Awarded the 2019 Middlebrook
Prize for Young Canadian Curators,
the exhibition, Missy LeBlanc’s
exhibition Tina Guyani | Deer Road,
featured artists Glenna Cardinal and
seth cardinal dodginghorse,
residents of Tsuut’ina Nation, and
mother and son, whose work speaks
to the human impacts of
development on First Nations land
— particularly the construction of
the Southwest Calgary Ring Road
through the family’s ancestral
territory.
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Installation view of Seth: A Life, All Play, 2019
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Installation view of The Drive, 2019

Seth: A Life, All Play
September 12 – December 15, 2019

Featuring the work of graphic
novelist and artist Seth, A Life, All
Play focused on the creative
exploration that is integral to his
storytelling, captured in an
installation that highlights his life in
the studio as well as finished works,
including his model city, Dominion.
Showcasing Seth’s process-oriented
practice — one that is not much
different from the way he made
things as a child — A Life, All Play
provided insight into the broader
context of his comic evolution
through materials that span
sketchbooks, scrapbooks, and
papier-mâché figures, to comic
pages, ceramics, and dioramas.
Infusing all with genuine play, he
has noted, “Sometimes this process
leads to finished works, but
sometimes it is just about the
process itself following a road that
doesn’t always lead to a destination.
Sometimes just walking down the

road is the point.” Curated by
Shauna McCabe and organized by
the Art Gallery of Guelph.
Hot to Warm and Cool to Cold
September 12 – December 15, 2019
Named for an early poem by the
late artist, cartoonist, and writer
Alootook Ipellie, this exhibition
featured the work of contemporary
and historical Inuit artists that
speaks to the primacy of the land in
Inuit culture and its evolving
representation in visual art.
Featuring works by contemporary
artists, filmmakers, and animators
Asinnajaq, Glenn Gear, and Echo
Henoche, Hot to Warm and Cool to
Cold explored traditional Inuit
storytelling with its deep connection
to the land and to how this visual
imagination has been continually
transformed. Juxtaposing digital
animation with drawings from the
Art Gallery of Guelph’s collections,
the exhibition highlighted the
ongoing adaptation and renewal of

forms of graphic storytelling,
particularly in response to
colonization and globalization.
Curated by Shauna McCabe and
organized by the Art Gallery of
Guelph.
Sandra Brewster: Token |
Contemporary Ongoing
January 22 – April 12, 2020
This exhibition was conceived by
Sandra Brewster as artist-inresidence at the Art Gallery of
Ontario. Exposed to the methods
used to care for and catalogue its
collection, the artist turned her
attention to everyday items,
employing the same methods to
document them. Highlighting
personal belongings of individuals
from Toronto’s Caribbean diaspora,
the exhibition featured objects as
well as representations of these
tokens in the form of large-scale
photographs, photo-based gel
transfers, and audio recordings.
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the exhibition featured objects as
well as representations of these
tokens in the form of large-scale
photographs, photo-based gel
transfers, and audio recordings.
The daughter of Guyanese-born
parents, Brewster is especially
attuned to experiences of this
community and their ongoing
relationships with “back home.”
Touching on themes of migration,
familial bonds, memory, and
memorialization, the exhibition
examined how we determine which
objects are of value and, by
extension, worthy of our attention.
Curated by Sally Frater and
organized by the Art Gallery of
Guelph.
Nathalie Bujold: Médiatique
January 22 – March 29, 2020
Bridging analog and digital practices,
Médiatique presented a video

environment that highlights
Nathalie Bujold’s ability to at once
dissect and expand her subjects. The
traditional expectations of video —
technically, conceptually, and
psychologically — are reconfigured
throughout, highlighting a
constantly renewed hybridization.
Similar to craft production, Bujold’s
techniques entail precision,
repetition, and commitment. The
result is a glimpse into her
distinctive universe, through work
that demonstrates the potential of
video to create new ways to express
time, form, and space. Curated by
Scott McGovern and organized by
the Art Gallery of Guelph.
Maria Hupfield: Rupture
January 22 – April 12, 2020

Hupfield connected performance art
and object-making with both
Indigenous and feminist narratives.
Made of common, everyday
materials, the artist’s work speaks
to a tradition of DIY and antiaesthetic methods, challenging our
expectations of how these materials
operate in our contemporary
moment while connecting them to
wider histories unfolding within the
Americas. Activating place, lived
experience, and cultural practices in
ways that engender multiple forms
of engagement and reflection,
Rupture reminded us that the body
is the first site of truth in the story
of decolonization. Curated by Sally
Frater and organized by the Art
Gallery of Guelph.

Rupture provided a window into the
transdisciplinary practice of artist
Maria Hupfield. Informed by
Anishinaabe cultural knowledge,

Installation view of Tina Guyani | Deer Road, 2019
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Installation view of Nathalie Bujold: Médiatique, 2020

Carmela Laganse: Spread
January 22 – April 12, 2020

Leslie McCue: Bagiskaagewin
January 22 – April 26, 2020

Focusing on the agency and
ideologies embedded in everyday
objects, Carmela Laganse explored
the effects of colonialism and how it
contributes to material culture as
well as personal identity. Inspired by
the rise in discourse related to both
capitalism and vampirism that
stemmed from the economic
recession of 2008, artist Carmela
Laganse has constructed furniture
that references physical gestures
such as arched backs and exposed
necks that recurred throughout TV
shows and films such as True Blood
and the Twilight trilogy. Exploring
how our movement is directed and
normalized by the everyday objects
around us, Spread illustrated how
both domestic and popular cultures
not only impact our thinking and
behavior but are metaphors for our
collective anxieties and desires.
Curated by Sally Frater.

The work of leslie mccue
interwove personal and cultural
memory, highlighting storytelling as
a source of strength and healing.
Sparked by grief, bagiskaagewin
(letting go) featured sound,
projection, as well as vessels created
within Anishinaabeg community
workshops—forms that emerge
from her years of traveling back and
forth to an island cottage with her
late grandfather. All are welcome to
contribute to the installation, tying a
message to a boat using a red
fabric tie, a material often used to
offer gifts of tobacco and prayers.
bagiskaagewin was curated by
Elwood Jimmy and organized by the
Art Gallery of Guelph and
Musagetes in conjunction with the
ArtsEverywhere Festival.

Qautamaat | Every Day /
Everyday
January 22 – April 26, 2020
Drawn from social networks,
Qautamaat brought together the
photography of Inuit community
members and artists living in Inuit
Nunangat and in urban centres
further South. Among the most
significant means of expression in
the public sphere today, Taqralik
Partridge is interested in how such
images capture acutely intimate
Inuit sensibilities. Whether taken
within the context of artistic
practice or as matter-of-fact witness
to the everyday, the photographs
offer a vivid collective geography
infused with places and phenomena
of daily life. Curated by Taqralik
Partridge, this exhibition was
organized by the Art Gallery of
Guelph and Musagetes in
conjunction with the
ArtsEverywhere Festival.
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Installation view of Leslie McCue: Bagiskaagewin, 2020
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Collection Development

Sonny Assu, The Away Team Beams Down to What Appears to Be an Uninhabited Planet, 2016, printed in 2019, Art Gallery of Guelph Collection

KC ADAMS
Cyborg Hybrid Accessory (USB
Bracelet, 2007
Apple USB flash drive, beads, cotton
thread; edition of 2
Cyborg Hybrid Accessory (iPad
Cover), 2007
Apple iPad cover, beads, cotton
thread; edition of 2

Cyborg Hybrid Candace (Curator):
“SCALPING IS IN MY BLOOD”, 2005,
printed in 2019
Digital print
57.2 x 40.6 cm
Cyborg Hybrid KC (Visual Artist):
“INDIAN PRINCESS”, 2005, printed
in 2019
Digital print
57.2 x 40.6 cm
Art Gallery of Guelph purchase

SHUVINAI ASHOONA
Marcia on Camera with Shuvinai
with Toilet Paper, 2017
Coloured pencil and ink on paper
75.9 x 58.4 cm
Art Gallery of Guelph purchase
SONNY ASSU
Making a b-line to HaidaBucks,
Salmonberry Frap #ftw
#starbucksFAIL #lol, 2016, printed
in 2019
Digital intervention on an Emily Carr
painting (Yan, Q.C.I., 1912); AP 1/2
55.9 x 83.8 cm
The Away Team Beams Down to
What Appears to Be an
Uninhabited Planet, 2016 printed in
2019
Digital intervention on an Emily Carr
painting (Vanquished, 1930); AP 1/2
55.9 x 83.8 cm
Art Gallery of Guelph purchase

ANNE MEREDITH BARRY
Salt Marsh, Low Tide (near
Antigonish), 1981
Mixed media on paper
Art Gallery of Guelph purchase
MARK IGLOLIORTE
A Kayak Design on a Skateboard on
A Drafting Table, One Version, 2017
Graphite and crayon on paper
50.8 x 106.7 cm
A Kayak Design on a Skateboard on
a Drafting Table, Another Version,
2017
Graphite and crayon on Mylar
50.8 x 106.7 cm
Art Gallery of Guelph purchase
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Lindsay McIntyre, her silent life. (video still) 2012, Collection of the Art Gallery of Guelph
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Mark Igloliorte, A Kayak Design on a Skateboard on a Drafting Table, Another Version, 2017, Collection of the Art Gallery of Guelph

YVONNE THOMAS
KANHOTONKWAS
Untitled (Cornhusk Mask), 2009
Braided cornhusk
22.9 x 21 cm
Gift of William B. Reid

EVAN MACDONALD
Untitled (Soldier), 1943
Oil on Masonite
39.7 × 25.1 cm
Gift of Ronald Irwin Pequegnat
LINDSAY MACINTYRE
what she would not leave behind.,
2006
16 mm film
3 mins
this is where her voice would have
been., 2008
16 mm film
3 mins.
where no one knew her name.,
2011
16 mm film
3 mins.
where she stood in the first place.,
2011
16 mm film
10 mins.

her silent life., 2012
16 mm film
31 mins.
Art Gallery of Guelph purchase
KENT MONKMAN
To Have and to Clothe Until Death
Do Us Part, 2018
Giclée print; edition 11/25
35.6 x 25.4 cm
Art Gallery of Guelph purchase
MEAGAN MUSSEAU
Intergalactic L’Nu Basket, 2018
Vinyl and neon orange flagging tape
Art Gallery of Guelph purchase
CHARLES PACHTER
Cortège, 2013
Acrylic on canvas
152.4 x 213.4 cm

Dazzle, 2013
Acrylic on canvas panel
91.4 x 213.4 cm
Emblem, 2013
Acrylic on canvas
121.9 x 121.9 cm

The Healers, 2013
Acrylic and pastel on canvas
121.9 x 198.1 cm
Trench Letter, 2013
Acrylic and pastel on canvas panels
(triptych)
182.9 x 335.3 cm
Gift of the artist
ABRAHAM ANGHIK RUBEN
Sedna and Shaman with Seals,
undated
Bronze
50.8 x 45.7 x 25.4 cm
Boy Combing Mother’s Hair,
undated
Bronze
53.3 x 45.7 x 27.3 cm
Sedna with Flowing Hair, undated
Bronze
48.3 x 30.5 x 12.7 cm
Shaman Helpers, undated
Bronze
48.3 x 38.6 x 27.3 cm
Gift of Peter and Carol Hamilton

Portrait of John McCrae
Acrylic and pastel on canvas panel
121.9 x 198.1 cm
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PADLOO SAMAYUALIE
Composition (Snow Covered
Home), 2018
Coloured pencil and ink on paper
38.1 x 58.4 cm
Art Gallery of Guelph purchase
PASCAL SHARP
Wolf, 2006
Bronze
72.4 x 152.4 x 24.1 cm
Gift of Betty Ferguson
KARIN SILVERSTONE
Muskoka Lake near Pride Marina,
2019
Lath wall, pencil, acrylic
48.3 x 116.8 cm
Purchased with funds raised by the
AGG Volunteer Association

SLAVS AND TATARS
Self Management Body: Your Fate
in Your Hands, 2011
Embroidery on Muharram fabric;
edition 2/3
200 x 135 cm
Art Gallery of Guelph purchase
UNKNOWN
65 various historical beadworks,
1850-1990
Materials variable
Dimensions variable
Gift of William B. Reid

NICO WILLIAMS
Thunderbird Red + Black Medicine
Ball, 2016
Japanese Delicas (24kt gold lined,
copper and duracoat)
5.1 x 5.1 x 5.1 cm
University of Guelph Student
Acquisition Program

Nico Williams, Thunderbird Red + Black Medicine Ball, 2016, Art Gallery of Guelph Collection
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Education and Engagement
In 2019-2020, the Art Gallery of Guelph’s public engagement aimed to facilitate dialogues with contemporary Canadian
and Indigenous artists, curators, and knowledge-keepers, foster intergenerational learning and mentorship, and inspire
community participation through a series of hands-on and public programs that extended the gallery beyond its walls.
Artist Dialogues
In 2019-2020, the Art Gallery of Guelph curated a series
of talks, tours, panel discussions, film screenings, and
workshops that engaged participants in important
discussions on topics such as the history and impact of
colonization, personal and collective Canadian and
Indigenous histories, and environmental management.
The events featured Canadian and Indigenous artists,
curators, scholars, writers, dancers, and filmmakers from
across the country. The gallery partnered with the School
of Fine Art and Music, University of Guelph, to present
the Visiting Artist Lecture Series; with local community
organizations on presentations that highlighted
storytelling, environmental stewardship, and
professional development; and with the AGG Volunteer
Association to present talks by local artists.
Featured artists and presenters included Judy Anderson,
Sara Angelucci, Gurjeet Kaur Bassi, Deanna Bowen,
Sandra Brewster, Glenna Cardinal, Emelie Chhangur,
Arthur Churchyard, Bonnie Devine, seth cardinal
dodginghorse, Emily Donaldson, Versa and William
Engelen, Katie Ewald, Douglas R. Ewart, FranciscoFernando Granados, Daniel Hutchinson, Piita Irniq,
Christina Kingsbury, Carmela Laganse, Missy LeBlanc,
Eileen MacArthur, Scott McGovern, Brian Meegan, Tory
Miles, Judith Nasby, Otherwise Studio, Michelle
Purchase, Kiran Rai, Jagdeep Raina, Neil Scobie, Tauni
Sheldon, Joshua Stribbell, Chris Tonelli, Carol Tyler, Pearl
Van Geest, and Alyssa Woods.
Intergenerational Mentorship

The AGG strives to cultivate new generations of artists
and art lovers through dynamic programs that encourage
participation in and reflection upon the vital role of art in
our community. Mentorship is an integral component of
our programming for youth and young professionals. The
gallery collaborates on an ongoing basis with the
University of Guelph to deliver curriculum that engages
undergraduate and graduate students in dialogue with
Indigenous artists through talks, studio visits, and
workshops, as well as providing secondary schools access

School tour with Community Engagement Coordinator, Robbyne MacKenzie

to our innovative Curating 101 program and activities
that brought Indigenous youth and artists together to
create new work.
As well as a mentorship program for emerging arts
professionals hosted in conjunction with the School of
Fine Art and Music and Guelph Arts Council, the gallery
also hosted a range of academic internships in
collaboration with universities and colleges in Canada.
The gallery annually hires up to 10 students with the
support of the Ontario Work Study program and creates
full-time contract positions through the Young Canada
Works and Canada Summer Jobs programs.
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Craft a “Crankie” workshop with Judy Anderson
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YOUNG LEARNERS

Dedicated to supporting in-class learning and fostering
an appreciation of visual art in young visitors, the AGG
continues to develop new tours and educational
resources for students and teachers. Tours at the gallery
offer elementary, secondary, and post-secondary
students exposure to diverse artistic practices, enriching
their educational experience and increasing their
understanding of the arts as a way to engage new ideas.
Two specialized experiential learning programs for
secondary students were offered in 2019-2020: Curating
101, which introduces students to the process and
methodology of curating an exhibition, and After School
Specials, which offered students a weekly open studio
experience with local artist and educator Pearl Van
Geest.
ONLINE LEARNING
In response to the shutdown of public spaces in March
2020, the AGG explored new ways to share exhibitions
and educational resources online. Visitors around the
world can now explore installation views of the gallery’s
exhibitions online and download free instructional guides
and colouring sheets as part of the #MUSEUMATHOME
initiative.

MIDDLEBROOK PRIZE FOR YOUNG CANADIAN
CURATORS
The Middlebrook Prize for Young Canadian Curators is
presented annually to an emerging curator under 30
years of age and situates curation as a tool for inspiring
positive social change in an era of ongoing economic,
environmental, cultural, and political challenges. The
winner is selected by a jury of arts professionals and
receives curatorial mentorship in the development of an
exhibition at the Art Gallery of Guelph. In 2019-2020, the
AGG was pleased to present the exhibition Tina Guyani |
Deer Road, curated by 2019 winner Missy LeBlanc, and
announced the 2020 winner of the Middlebrook Prize,
Maya Wilson-Sanchez.
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS
Presented in partnership with the Guelph Arts Council
and the School of Fine Art and Music, University of
Guelph, the theme of the 2019 Opportunity Knocks
program was “re-imagining your arts career.” A program
that provides mentorship and networking opportunities
for emerging and mid-career artists and arts
professionals, the gallery hosted an interactive session
that brought participants into dialogue with four arts
innovators: Sally Frater, Tory Miles, Alex Ricci (Versa),
and Ahmri Vandeborne (Otherwise Studios).

Listening: Soil, an event by artist Christina Kingsbury, farmer and agricultural planner Arthur
Churchyard, dancer Katie Ewald, and Elder Carol Tyler that involved listening to and reading the land
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Community Learning
Throughout 2018-2019, the AGG partnered with a diversity of organizations highlighting the impact of art in the public
sphere.
FILM
In conjunction with the exhibition program, the AGG
hosted a number of film screenings and Q&As with
directors, filmmakers, and artists in partnership with
local organizations including the Guelph Black Heritage
Society, Guelph Film Festival, National Film Board, and
OPIRG Guelph and OPIRG Guelph – Guelph Anti-Pipeline
Action Group. Films included: Invasion, Kirpa, Stories
from Immigrant Mothers, Seth’s Dominion, The 5th
Region, and The Greatest Freedom Show on Earth. In
November 2019, the AGG welcomed filmmakers and
filmmaking enthusiasts to the gallery for the Guelph Film
Festival’s day-long Doc Making Symposium which
featured sessions on creating, editing, and distributing
documentary films.
STORY & PERFORMANCE
The gallery invited artists, dancers, and storytellers to
present talks, workshops, and performances that
highlighted storytelling and movement as tools for
communicating and connecting with the land and each
other. In her talk titled Stories from the Shield, artist
Bonnie Devine discussed the connection between art,
story, and activism in her work Book of Transformation,
featured in the exhibition The Drive. Also presented in

conjunction with The Drive, artist Christina Kingsbury,
dancer Katie Ewald, elder Carol Tyler, and farmer Arthur
Churchyard invited participants to connect with the local
landscape through movement, meditation, and
discussion in the workshop Listening: Soil. At the opening
of the 2019 Middlebrook Prize exhibition Tina Guyani |
Deer Road, artist seth cardinal dodginghorse performed
Dirt Dance which recreates the story of his family’s
dispossession from their ancestral territory on the
Tsuut’ina Nation for the construction of Calgary’s
Southwest Ring Road project.
EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING
Beyond tours, talks, and performances, the AGG hosted
half-day workshops with artist instructors that offered
participants the chance to create and consider the
artistic process first-hand. Programs for adults included a
plein air painting workshop with artist Eileen MacArthur
inspired by the exhibition The Drive, a printmaking popup with Otherwise Studios presented as part of the
gallery’s Culture Days activities, and a card-making
session presented by gallery educators and the AGG
Volunteer Association. Children crafted “Crankie” boxes
with artist Judy Anderson and made flipbooks, zines, and
collages in storytelling workshops with gallery educators.

Installation view of Jagdeep Raina: Chase, 2019
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Opening of Seth: A Life, All Play, 2019
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Youth and Family Programs
Curating 101

Search & Sketch

Launched in 2017, Curating 101 is an interactive program
that reinforces the creative and critical thinking at the
heart of exhibitions by actively engaging students in
curatorial processes. Students visit AGG to learn about
current exhibitions and then work collaboratively to
develop unique exhibitions integrating works from our
permanent collections.

Launched in 2017, Search & Sketch is an interactive
program introducing students and life-long learners to
the elements and principles of design through close
contact with original artworks. Engaging the landscape of
the Sculpture Park, students practice observation and
spatial awareness in a scavenger hunt activity while
learning how public artworks are created, designed, and
cast.

Culture Days

In 2019, the AGG celebrated Ontario Culture Days with
free programs that highlighted the world of graphic arts:
a screening of the National Film Board documentary
Seth’s Dominion and a printmaking pop-up with local art
collective Otherwise Studios.
Family Day
Families and children explored shape, colour, and comic
art in activities inspired by the sculpture KA-POW!
featured in the exhibition Maria Hupfield: Rupture.
School Tours
The AGG believes that exposure to the processes and
outcomes of artistic practice enriches educational
experiences, increasing awareness of the arts as a way to
engage issues and ideas, while making visual culture
accessible to young learners. This year the gallery
welcomed numerous elementary, secondary, and postsecondary students, as well as community groups.

Self-Guided Tours
Students are encouraged to visit the AGG on their own to
explore current exhibitions, the Sculpture Park, and to
complete projects and assignments. As admission is free,
we welcome students and their families to visit often and
seek out our educational resources for their
assignments.
Camp Create
Each year, the AGG welcomes children age 7 to 12 to the
gallery for week-long March Break and summer camps
led by art educators. In 2019-2020, campers developed
their creative thinking and art-making skills in five
themed weeks. Master Class, Roller Coasting,
Imaginarium, Creation Nation, and Walk on the Wild
Side. With funding from the Guelph Community
Foundation’s Kids to Camp program, youth from low
income families were provided spaces at no cost,
selected in partnership with Big Brothers Big Sisters and
the Children’s Foundation of Guelph and Wellington.
PICNIC IN THE PARK
The gallery’s popular outdoor family picnic returned in
2019 as an indoor event which featured craft stations,
guided tours, and free ice cream courtesy of the
Department of Food Science, University of Guelph.

Opening of The Drive
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Finance and Development
This year, the arts and heritage sector faced
unprecedented challenges. As in the case of museums,
galleries, and cultural organizations around the world,
whose activities have been disrupted by the COVID-19
outbreak, the Art Gallery of Guelph was faced with a
host of challenges at the conclusion of 2019-2020
stemming from the prolonged closure, a period of
remote work, and new needs associated with reopening.
The gallery saw significant losses of earned revenues in
the last quarter resulting from this situation. As the
pandemic began, the Art Gallery of Guelph was forced to
cancel its March Break camp and, later, its summer camp
program was transposed into a virtual format with
reduced registration fees. Our signature fundraising
event, Art/Craft, had to be cancelled as well.
As a result of these developments, as well as the shop
closure and a drop in donations by visitors at the
entrance, the gallery experienced a substantial loss in
earned revenue overall in the final quarter of 2019-2020
and first quarter of 2020-2021. One positive aspect of
AGG’s situation is that we are not reliant on admissions
and program fees – a loss that has significantly impacted
many institutions worldwide. At the same time, the
gallery saw heightened expenses, whether for new
equipment, signage and plexiglass shields, online
platforms and tools, or for the cost to secure new daily
cleaning services.
The Ontario Arts Council, Canada Council for the Arts,
and Canadian Heritage – our key funding partners –
remained supportive, contributing to programming
during the year. In 2019-2020, investment from both
provincial and federal funders supported core operations
as well as artistic programs. Funding from Canadian
Heritage continued to support the exhibition The Drive
and new funding from the same program was secured to
support the involvement of an Inuit curator, Taqralik
Partridge, with the gallery’s Inuit collections. The
remainder of the gallery’s financial resources are
provided through public support from individuals,
foundations and corporations.
While our payroll is integrated with the University of
Guelph making us ineligible for federal investment
through the wage subsidy program, we were able to
secure emergency support from the Museums Assistance
Program of the Department of Canadian Heritage –
revenue that will be reflected in 2020-2021. Funding also
continued to reflect the role of the AGG as a mentor

institution in the region, supporting the training of
students and emerging professionals through Young
Canada Works at the federal level, as well as through the
Ontario Work Study Program at the provincial level.
In terms of expenditures, as well as significant capital
investment in the replacement of our security and alarm
system, in 2019-2020 the gallery implemented a dynamic
program of exhibitions and public activities described
within this report, undertaking a number of strategic
initiatives including investment in acquisitions of the
work of artists who are Black, Indigenous and persons of
colour.
This year we also initiated a new commission for the
Sculpture Park, an installation by Seth to be completed in
2021. This was initiated in conjunction with the Guelphbased artist's solo exhibition presented in the fall of
2019. The gallery acknowledges the fundraising efforts of
the AGG Volunteer Association and deeply appreciates
their commitment to contributing to the gallery’s Art
Acquisition Fund which facilitates such projects.
The gallery concluded the year with a modest operating
surplus, maintaining a sound financial position and
financial controls were considered excellent by the
auditor. We would like to thank Jean Prichard and Krista
Walford of BDO Canada LLP for the expertise and
oversight they contribute to the organization.

Culture Days: Printmaking Pop-up workshop with Otherwise Studios
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The gallery depends on the involvement of our core
partners – the University of Guelph, the City of Guelph,
and the Upper Grand District School Board – and their
sustaining contributions remain fundamental to the AGG’s
operations. We are grateful for the relationships that
ensure the gallery’s relevance and role in the community.

final camera was installed this month, bringing the gallery
up to the University’s current surveillance and access
standard. Early in 2019, with the support of the Museums
Assistance Program of the Department of Canadian
Heritage, the gallery initiated a collections-focused project
to install permanent visible storage displays on the second
floor. With the goal to provide increased community
We are also very grateful to all donors and partners
access to our collection resources, since their installation
reflected in the wide variety of programming and activities the visible storage spaces have hosted a collection of Inuit
at the AGG, including Musagetes, Guelph Film Festival,
works, Sculpture Park maquettes, as well as works by Lois
Guelph Arts Council, Ed Video, Guelph-Wellington Local
Betteridge – a tribute to the artist whose loss has had a
Immigration Partnership, Guelph Black Heritage Society,
significant impact on the Guelph community.
Guelph Sikh Society, Indigenous Healing and Wellness
Program Wellington-Waterloo, and the University of
In response to the COVID-19 outbreak in March 2020, the
Guelph through the School of Fine Art and Music, Guelph gallery addressed various safety measures to meet Public
Black Student Association, Cultural Diversity Office, Project Health standards and recommendations. This included the
Revision, and the International Institute for Critical Studies installation of a shield on the information desk,
in Improvisation. All of these relationships represent
workstation partitions in office spaces, sanitizer stations in
significant collaborations, enriching the gallery’s capacity all spaces, as well as personal protective equipment. A
and engagement.
new cleaning contractor, GDI Solutions, was hired for daily
sanitization and cleaning services. During the provinceIn line with the gallery’s longterm capital plan, in 2019mandated closure from March to July 2020, the gallery
2020 the Art Gallery of Guelph invited Spacesaver
took the opportunity to refurbish the first-floor galleries,
Solutions Inc. to review gallery storage spaces for an
completing comprehensive drywall repair and painting.
eventual collection storage reorganization project. This
Public spaces were further enhanced with the installation
design plan and quote will be important for planning,
of new carpeting in the stairwell and commercial vinyl
fundraising, and development purposes. Working in
flooring in the front vestibule and elevator. As well,
conjunction with Physical Resources at the University of
network drops and telephones were installed in the
Guelph, the gallery also successfully undertook the
second floor Art Classroom and Lecture Room to support
replacement of the gallery’s obsolete security alarm
and enhance programming and rental offerings in these
system, as well as the installation of a new surveillance
spaces. The Art Classroom was reconfigured, and new
and card access system. Commencing in December, the
furnishings were acquired to enhance use of the space.

Sandra Brewster discusses her show Sandra Brewster: Token | Contemporary Ongoing
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Independent Auditor's Report

To the Members of Art Gallery of Guelph
Qualified Opinion
We have audited the financial statements of Art Gallery of Guelph (the organization), which
comprise the statement of financial position as at April 30, 2020, the statements of changes in
net assets and the statement of revenues and expenses and changes in net assets for the year
then ended and notes to the financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting
policies.
In our opinion, except for the possible effects of the matter described in the Basis for Qualified
Opinion section of our report, the accompanying financial statements present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of the organization as at April 30, 2020, and the results
of its operations and changes in net assets for the year then ended in accordance with Canadian
accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations.
Basis for Qualified Opinion
In common with many charitable organizations, the organization derives part of its revenue from
the general public in the form of donations and other fundraising activities, the completeness of
which is not susceptible to satisfactory audit verification. Accordingly, our verification of these
revenues was limited to the amounts recorded in the records of the organization. Therefore, we
were unable to determine whether any adjustments might be necessary to donation revenue,
excess of revenue over expenses, assets and net assets for the years ended April 30, 2020 and
2019, and net assets as at May 1 and April 30 for both the 2020 and 2019 years.
We conducted our audit in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards. Our
responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for
the Audit of the Financial Statements section of our report. We are independent of the
organization in accordance with the ethical requirements that are relevant to our audit of the
financial statements in Canada, and we have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in
accordance with these requirements. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is
sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
Responsibilities of Management and Those Charged with Governance for the Financial
Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements
in accordance with Canadian accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations, and for such
internal control as management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial
statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial statements, management is responsible for assessing the
organization’s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related
to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless management either
intends to liquidate the organization or to cease operations, or has no realistic alternative but
to do so.
Those charged with governance are responsible for overseeing the organization’s financial
reporting process.
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Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a
whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an
auditor’s report that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but
is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with Canadian generally accepted
auditing standards will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can
arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they
could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of
these financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards, we
exercise professional judgment and maintain professional skepticism throughout the audit. We
also:
Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements,
whether due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those
risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for
our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is
higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery,
intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.
Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of
expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the organization’s internal control.
Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of
accounting estimates and related disclosures made by management.
Conclude on the appropriateness of management’s use of the going concern basis of
accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty
exists related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the
organization’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material
uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the
related disclosures in the financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to
modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the
date of our auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause the
organization to cease to continue as a going concern.
Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements,
including the disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying
transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.
We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the
planned scope and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant
deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit.

Chartered Professional Accountants, Licensed Public Accountants
Guelph, Ontario
October 29, 2020
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Art Gallery of Guelph
Statement of Changes in Net Assets

For the year ended April 30

Invested in
capital assets

Balance, beginning of the year

$

Surplus (deficit) of revenues over expenses
Internal transfers
Balance, end of the year

$

Internally
restricted

Unrestricted

689,052 $

505,809 $

(97,948)
124,500

10,465
(44,500)

715,604 $

471,774 $

Total
2020

68,533 $ 1,263,394 $
23,695
(80,000)

(63,788)
-

12,228 $ 1,199,606 $

Total
2019
1,181,365
82,029
1,263,394

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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Art Gallery of Guelph
Statement of Revenues and Expenses and Changes in Net Assets

Operating
Fund

For the year ended April 30
Revenue
Sponsors (Note 6)
Fundraising and other sources
Provincial government (Note 7)
Federal government (Note 8)
Gain (loss) on investments
Interest

$

Art
Acquisition
Fund

Investment
in the Arts

Capital
Assets

Total
2020

679,538 $
146,107
128,803
213,903
(14,108)
196

Total
2019

623,999
164,223
130,296
316,253
5,275
1,733

- $
13,000
-

50,000 $
-

4,318 $
(16,374)
-

- $
-

1,103,495

13,000

50,000

(12,056)

-

1,154,439

1,241,779

599,915
47,869
66,218
-

40,479
-

-

-

97,948

599,915
47,869
66,218
40,479
97,948

567,526
48,514
70,395
46,325
90,519

714,002

40,479

-

-

97,948

852,429

823,279

365,798

-

-

-

-

365,798

336,471

Total operating and program costs

1,079,800

40,479

-

-

97,948

1,218,227

1,159,750

Surplus (deficit) of revenues over
expenditures

23,695

Expenditures
Operating Costs
Wages and employee benefits
Administration
Supplies and services
Art purchases
Amortization expense
Program Costs
Supplies and services

Fund balance, opening
Interfund transfers
Fund balance, closing

625,220 $
133,107
128,803
213,903
2,266
196

Capital
Fund

68,533
(80,000)
$

12,228 $

(27,479)

(63,788)

82,029

50,000

(12,056)

(97,948)

135,989
40,000

235,442
(84,500)

134,378
-

689,052
124,500

148,510 $

200,942 $

122,322 $

715,604 $1,199,606 $ 1,263,394

1,263,394
-

1,181,365
-

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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Art Gallery of Guelph
Notes to Financial Statements
April 30, 2020
1 . Significant Accounting Policies
Nature of Organization

Art Gallery of Guelph (the "organization") was incorporated
without share capital under the laws of Ontario for the purpose of
providing the public with original works of art in a gallery setting
as an educational resource and a forum for the understanding of
artistic vision.
The organization is a registered charity and, as such, is exempt
from income tax and may issue income tax receipts to donors.

Basis of Accounting

The financial statements have been prepared using Canadian
accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations.

Fund Accounting

Revenue and expenses relating to programs and administration
are reported in the Operating Fund.
The Art Acquisition Fund reports revenue and expenditures
related to the Art Gallery collection. These funds are restricted
for art purchases and related expenses at the direction of the
Board.
The Capital Fund reports revenue and expenditures relating to the
Art Gallery facilities.
These funds are restricted and are
expended at the direction of the Board. The Art Gallery has
developed a comprehensive plan with respect to future major
repairs and replacements. This plan is updated at least annually.
The Capital Fund is built up to fund those major repairs and
replacements.
The Ministry of Citizenship and Culture established a program
entitled "Investment in the Arts" which was designed to encourage
business donations and to assist public art galleries to establish
endowments. The Investment in the Arts Fund accounts for funds
raised through this program. The Fund was established in 1987,
and the principal was restricted for a five year period. According
to the program, beginning in 1992, the Art Gallery was permitted
to withdraw from the fund. Interest earned on the fund and
principal are now available through a provision, for specific
purposes, at the direction of the Board.
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Art Gallery of Guelph
Notes to Financial Statements
April 30, 2020
1.

Significant Accounting Policies (continued)

Revenue Recognition

The organization accounts for contributions using the deferral
method. Restricted contributions are recognized as revenue of
the appropriate fund in the year in which they are received or the
year in which the related expenses are incurred.
Unrestricted contributions are recognized as revenue of the
appropriate fund when received or receivable if the amount to be
received is reasonably estimated and collection is reasonably
assured. Amounts transferred from deferred contributions occur
when the expenses related to the contribution have been
incurred.
Restricted investment income is recognized as revenue of the
appropriate fund in the year received. Unrestricted investment
income is recognized as revenue when earned.

Property, Plant and
Equipment

Property, plant and equipment is stated at cost less accumulated
amortization. Property, plant and equipment is amortized on a
straight-line basis over the estimated useful life of the asset. For
building improvements the period is 15 years and for website,
equipment, software and computers the period is 5 years. No
amortization is taken in the year of purchase.
On the statement of changes in net assets, amortization is
reflected as a deduction from the amount shown as invested in
capital assets, and purchases of capital assets are shown as an
addition.

Art Collection

The art collection is not capitalized in the statement of financial
position. Purchases of collection items are expensed in the
period in which the items are acquired. Collection items which
are donated are not recorded as revenue or expense items. The
accumulated cost of the collection as described in Note 3 is
adjusted for the value of purchases and donations made during
the year. The value of the art collection has been recorded at a
nominal value on the statement of financial position to signify its
existence. The Art Gallery also has stewardship of the University
of Guelph's Art Collection.

Contributed Goods and
Services

Contributed goods and services are not recorded in the financial
statements. Contributed items are valued by qualified appraisers
and a donation receipt is issued to the donor for the amount of
the appraisal.
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Art Gallery of Guelph
Notes to Financial Statements
April 30, 2020
1.

Significant Accounting Policies (continued)

Related Party
Transactions

Related party transactions occur in the normal course of
operations and are measured at the exchange amount, being the
amount of consideration established and agreed to by the related
parties.

Financial Instruments

Financial instruments are recorded at fair value when acquired or
issued. In subsequent periods, changes in fair value of financial
instruments related to the restricted funds are recorded directly
in net assets. All other financial instruments are reported at cost
or amortized cost less impairment, if applicable. Financial assets
are tested for impairment when changes in circumstances
indicate the asset could be impaired. Transaction costs on the
acquisition, sale or issue of financial instruments are expensed for
those items remeasured at fair value at each statement of
financial position date and charged to the financial instrument for
those measured at amortized cost.
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Art Gallery of Guelph
Notes to Financial Statements
April 30, 2020
2.

Arts Endowment Fund

The Art Gallery of Guelph established the Arts Endowment Fund at the Ontario Arts Council
Foundation (OACF) in 1999 under the terms of the Arts Endowment Fund (AEF) program,
facilitated by the Government of Ontario through the Ministry of Culture and administered by
the OACF. The capital is endowed and will be held in perpetuity by the OACF. Under the terms
of the agreement, the invested capital cannot be withdrawn and only the related income can be
paid to the Gallery.
The Gallery receives annual payouts of income, including $21,203 in 2020 ($21,446 in 2019). The
income payments are to be used for operations.
The investment return for the year ended March 31, 2020 for the funds established under the
AEF Program was -10.9% (2019 - 6.5%).
As at April 30, 2020, the market value of the Arts Endowment Fund was $430,132, compared to
$484,688 as at April 30, 2019. These assets are not reflected in the financial statements.
3.

Art Collection

During the fiscal year, the Art Gallery collection increased by $52,335 (2019 - $77,125) in
acquisitions through donations of $29,845 (2019 - $30,800) and purchases of $22,490 (2019 $46,325) (net of taxes). The Art Gallery's art collection was appraised by P.E.R.T. Fine Art
Consultants in April 2008 at $13,779,900. As at April 30, 2019 the art collection had an
accumulated cost of $17,305,339 (appraised value plus donations and purchases made since
2008). The cost of the Art Gallery's collection does not include the cost of any taxes paid on
purchases. The accumulated cost of the collection at April 30, 2020 is $17,357,674. The
collection is recorded at $1 in capital assets to recognize its existence. The collection is insured
at its fair market value.
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Art Gallery of Guelph
Notes to Financial Statements
April 30, 2020
4.

Property, Plant and Equipment
2019

2020
Cost
Building Improvements
Equipment
Computers/Software
Art Collection
Website

$ 1,580,862
158,227
150,019
1
54,267

Accumulated
Amortization
$

1,943,376

999,999
29,727
143,779
54,267

Cost
$

$

1,818,876

1,227,772
$

1,580,862
33,727
150,019
1
54,267

Accumulated
Amortization

1,129,824
$

715,604

908,574
27,726
139,257
54,267

689,052

Depreciation expense for the year amounts to $97,948 (2019 - $90,520).

5.

Deferred Contributions

Deferred contributions reported in the Statement of Financial Position are funds that were
received in the current period or in preceding periods that are related to a subsequent period
expenditure. Changes in the deferred contributions balance reported in the Statement of
Financial Position are as follows:
2019

2020
Deferred contributions, beginning of the year
Add: amounts received related to a subsequent period
Less: amounts recognized as revenue in the year

$

Deferred contributions, end of the year

$

426,144 $
227,460
(141,150)
512,454

$

336,959
217,835
(128,650)
426,144
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Art Gallery of Guelph
Notes to Financial Statements
April 30, 2020
6.

Related Party Transactions

The Art Gallery of Guelph is sponsored by the University of Guelph, the City of Guelph, and the
Upper Grand District School Board, as follows:

2019

2020
University of Guelph
City of Guelph
Upper Grand District School Board

$

487,352
191,685
500

$

430,525
192,974
500

$

679,537

$

623,999

The Upper Grand District School Board leases the property to the Gallery for $12 per year.
7.

Provincial Government Funding
2019

2020
Ontario Arts Council - Operating
Ontario Arts Foundation - Endowment Fund
Ontario Work Study Program

$

71,598
21,203
36,002

$

73,418
21,446
35,432

$

128,803

$

130,296
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Art Gallery of Guelph
Notes to Financial Statements
April 30, 2020
8.

Federal Government Funding
2019

2020
Canada Council for the Arts - Operating
Canada Council for the Arts - Translation
Reimbursement
Canadian Museums Association - Young Canada Works
Canada Summer Jobs
Canada Heritage - Museums Assistance Program Collections Management
Museum Assistance Program - Access to Aboriginal
Heritage
Museum Assistance Program - Access to Heritage

$

$

9.

120,000

$

78,000

2,300
19,385
-

11,628
3,360

-

50,000

4,950
67,268

94,050
79,215

213,903

$

316,253

Statement of Cash Flow

A Statement of Cash Flow has not been presented as the Art Gallery's cash flow is controlled by
the University of Guelph.
10. Financial Instruments
Credit risk
Credit risk is the risk that one party to a financial instrument will cause a financial loss for the
other party by failing to discharge an obligation. The organization is exposed to credit risk
resulting from the possibility that a customer or counterparty to a financial instrument defaults
on their financial obligations; if there is a concentration of transactions carried out with the
same counterparty; or of financial obligations which have similar economic characteristics such
that they could be similarly affected by changes in economic conditions. The organization's
financial instruments that are exposed to concentrations of credit risk relate to its accounts
receivable and balance due from the University of Guelph.
The risk has increased due to the impact of COVID-19, which could lead to potential losses.
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Notes to Financial Statements
April 30, 2020
11. Material Uncertainty
On March 11 2020, the World Health Organization characterized the outbreak COVID-19 as a
pandemic which has resulted in a series of public health and emergency measures that have
been put in place to combat the spread of the virus. The organization has been able to continue
modified operations during this time period. However, the duration and impact of COVID-19 is
unknown at this time and it is not possible to reliably estimate the impact that the length and
severity of these developments will have on the financial results and condition of the
organization in future periods.
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Who We Are
Board of Trustees | 2019 - 2020
Daniel Atlin, Chair
Martha MacNeil, Secretary

University of Guelph

Upper Grand District School Board
Jonathan Newman, Chair
University of Guelph (to June 30, 2019)

Mike Foley
Upper Grand District School Board

Samantha Brennan

Jolly Bedi

University of Guelph

Upper Grand District School Board
Jade Ferguson
Ned Coates, Treasurer

University of Guelph

General Membership
Mike Salisbury
Colinda Clyne

City of Guelph

General Membership
Timothy Dewhirst, Vice-Chair

City of Guelph (community appointment)

Danna Evans, ex-officio
General Manager, Culture, Tourism and Community
Investment, City of Guelph

Mike Hryn
City of Guelph (community appointment)

Committees of the Board
Executive Committee

Finance & Audit

House Committee

Development Committee

Daniel Atlin, Chair

Committee

Daniel Atlin, Chair

Daniel Atlin, Chair

Martha MacNeil

Ned Coates, Chair

Jill Vigers

Timothy Dewhirst

Ned Coates

Martha MacNeil

Glen Regier

Mike Hryn

Timothy Dewhirst

Daniel Atlin

Danna Evans

Colinda Clyne

Mike Hryn
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Staff | 2019 - 2020
Shauna McCabe
Director
Andrew Hunter
Senior Curator (on leave)
Sally Frater
Curator of Contemporary Art*
Verne Harrison
Gallery Coordinator

Jessica Gibson
Administrative Assistant
Robbyne MacKenzie
Community Engagement Coordinator
Ahmri Vandeborne
Community Engagement Associate
Kent Archer
Coordinator, Special Projects
Michelle Purchase
Curator, Special Projects
Terry Williams
Development Assistant
Installation Team
Colin Carney, Rebecca Daggett, Richelle Forsey, Abby Gutzman-Nowakowski, Eileen MacArthur
Student Assistants
Julian Akrey, Hassan Anees, Chrys Apostolatos, Skyler Barclay, Grace Boileau, Travis Dods, Reem Elmahdy, Dana Feldman, Samantha Karas, Addison Lemmon, Corey Madore, Sierra Martin, Eden McGlennon, Jason Richards, Erin Szikora,
Sangeev Thevananthan, Soapithan Vadivel, Ahmri Vandeborne
* Indicates position held for portion of the fiscal year
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Craft a “Crankie” workshop with Judy Anderson
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Volunteer Impact | Lynne Barker, Treasurer
The period from May 1, 2019 to April 30, 2020 began
much the same as previous years for the Volunteer
Association of the Art Gallery of Guelph, with a highly
successful final iteration of the Gardenscapes program
earning $4,135 in ticket sales and donations. The holiday
sale later in the year was also successful, realizing close to
$6000 in sales. Lunch Hour Talks resumed, but were
limited to only one in February delivered by Michelle
Purchase.
This past year saw Julia Kenalty elected as the new
president. She took up her new position in January and
was still familiarizing herself with her duties when all was
shutdown. Many thanks to Julia for stepping in to support
the volunteer executive.
The Gallery Shop saw gross revenues of $23,473.68 of
which $15,642.68 were retail sales from the shop and
$7,831 from Art Sales and Rentals.

Through a combination of retail and fundraising activities,
the AGG volunteers realized a total revenue of $27,608.68.
After artists’ commissions, consignment payments and
purchases we were able to once again donate $13,000.00
to the AGG in April 2020. These annual donations to the
Gallery are committed to art acquisitions and, because
these funds are raised by volunteers, they may
complement other funding.
On behalf of the volunteers I wish to thank Shauna
McCabe, our director, and all the staff of the AGG for all
the support we have received through the past year.
Personally, I wish to thank my executive, Nancy BaileyBligh, Margaret Hill, Julia Kenalty, Susan Snelgrove, Cisca
Vanderkamp, Paulette Cote, Joanne Poluch, and Sandra
Ducette for all their time, enthusiasm, imagination, and
patience.

Art Gallery of Guelph Volunteers | 2019 - 2020
Anjana Aarya
Sarah Dube
Judy Murphy
Susan Anthony
Jean Elliott
Anne Murphy
Kate Bakos
Martha Elliott
Judith Nasby
Lynne Barker
Dale Ellis
Natalya Pak
Lis Bayne
Archana Fawcett
Lois Payne
Heather Beecroft
Heather Feeney
Joanne Poluch
Susan Blair
Dale Gerrard
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Jarka Rasper
John Bligh
Rita Green
Richard Reader
Nancy Bailey-Bligh
Tricia Halley
Jocelyn Russell
Helen Brimmell
Jo-Ann Hayter
Annette Twist
Aileen Campbell
Margaret Hill
Alex Sangalang
York Chen
Julia Kenalty
Isabella Di Stefana
Paulette Cote
Eva Kratochvil
Yanna Stengos
Yvette Cramer

Varena Kulak
Cisca Vanderkamp
Laurene Davis
Theresa Lammer
Bernard Vanderkamp
Bob Davis
Pat Laurin
Tara Waddell
Celine Debruin
Pat Lawrie
Marion Wilke
E. Jill Dick
Rachel Masters
Judy Yarmey
Sandra Doucette
David McConnell
Carolann Douglas
Rosanne Morris

Territorial Acknowledgement
We acknowledge that the Art Gallery of Guelph resides on the ancestral lands
of the Attawandaron people and the treaty lands and territory of the
Mississaugas of the Credit. We recognize the significance of the Dish with One
Spoon Covenant to this land and offer our respect to our Anishinaabe,
Haudenosaunee, and Métis neighbours as we strive to strengthen our
relationship with them.

Today, this gathering place is home to many First Nations, Métis, and Inuit
peoples and acknowledging them reminds us of our important connection to
this land where we live, work, and create.

ARTGALLERYOFGUELPH.CA

T 519.837.0010
E info@artgalleryofguelph.ca
358 Gordon Street
Guelph, ON N1G 1Y1
Gallery Hours
Tuesday to Sunday 12—5 pm; Thursday until 8 pm
Office Hours
Monday to Friday 9 am—5 pm

/AGGuelph

@agguelph

@agguelph

